Board of Park Commissioners Meeting  
Tuesday July 21, 2020

In Attendance: Scott MacKay, Regina Malley, Theodore Carroll, Kevin Chrisom Park Mgr., Paul DiManno Recreation Mgr. and Bonnie Devore, Principal Clerk

1. Scott MacKay called the meeting to order remote via Zoom 1:30pm.

2. Update on Summer Sports Programs and Clinics:
   a. Paul discussed the camp. We are in a week now and everything is going well. Cunningham Pool opened today, and we can move forward with swim test so the kids can go swimming. Kids are wearing mask and so far, has been good. On sports clinics due to popular demand we were able to offer a 2nd Basketball Clinic that filled just as quick as the first.

3. Street Hockey Rink:
   a. Kevin wanted the board to be aware that in addition to the installation cost we are going to need a wall and fencing. There is a quote for the wall but waiting on a quote for the fencing. Kevin and Scott to develop a more in-depth project budget for the Commission.

4. Managers Reports:
   a. Kevin received an email from Hart Dental looking to hold movie night at Kelly Field again this year. Due to the State Guidelines, we are not sure if we would be able to hold it or not. The board suggested we invite Harte Dental and Caroline Kinsella from Health Dept. to the next meeting to discuss.

   b. Kevin also spoke to a recent email that went out regarding an incident at the batting cages involving Milton National Baseball and Girls Softball. There seems to be some confusion regarding who owns the cages. The cages are town property. Kevin could not speak directly about the incident because he was not there at the time. The board did receive the email and agreed it was not a appropriate display in front of the children. Mark Gibbons who is VP of Milton National Baseball called in to the zoom meeting to say there needs to be better communication on who has use of the cages and at what times. The board will discuss and approve signage at the next meeting. Kevin prepared a document to send to the leagues to help clarify any confusion.
Adjourn: 2:45pm.


ACCEPTED:____________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________